
SKATE NINJA
WAYFINDING APPLICATION



TARGET AUDIENCE



PERSONAS

Cam
the newb

Trevor
he’s legit

Dave
that guy

He’s ten years old, and he’s new to 
skating. He’s grown up with technology 
and the internet, but his general 
navigation skills are poor because he’s 
so young. He needs our app not only to 
find appropriate locations for skating, 
but also to show him how to get there.

Trevor has been skating for several 
years. He’s capable with technology, and 
he knows his way around the city. He’s 
familiar with most of the popular spots 
in the city, so he uses our app to find 
new and obscure places to skate 
and to avoid security guards and 
police.

Dave is nearly fifty. He has been 
skating since he was a kid, which was a 
long time ago. Now, he tries to hang 
around with the younger crowd to feel 
cool. He is terrible with technology 
because he did not grow up with 
computers.



OLD DESIGN

MOTION MODE
buttons, highlights, and bridges

old design

In early designs, there was a lack of contrast 
in toggled buttons, visibility issues with 
highlighted points, problems with the red colour 
distracting from other features, and ambiguity 
about the street-level hierarchy.



OLD DESIGN

STATIONARY MODE
tab menus, type, and consistency

old design

Early feedback suggested that the tab 
menus were inconsistent with the 
overall design, lacking in hierarchy, and 
somewhat intrusive. The type was also 
too small, and the options seemed 
difficult to use.



OLD DESIGN

Edge
Wicked edge by the whatever building on the 
south side of that street. Check it out for real. 
Maybe not the best in the rain.

Mark waypoint

DETAIL VIEW
font, image, color

Our early designs for a detail view used 
inconsistent type and colour, and they 
did not take advantage of available 
screen space. As a result, the photos 
were too small.

old design



NEW DESIGN

REDESIGN
color, buttons, indicators

Our redesign utilizes much more 
consistent visuals. We limited the color 
palette to yellows and blues, and 
improved pop-out in highlighted elements 
by changing both shape and opacity.



NEW DESIGN

REDESIGN
Tabs, Overlay Panels

For the tab menus, we added icons to 
make them more recognizable, matched 
the colour palette to the overall theme, 
increased visibility and legibility, and 
added functionality for waypoint markers.



NEW DESIGN

REDESIGN
Detail View

In the detail view, we used a more 
consistent selection of colours and 
fonts, increased the window size to 
accommodate larger images, and added 
icons to assist in recognition of buttons.
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PEACE OUT, YO’
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